Guidelines for the appointment of Officials for Eventing Championships and Games, updated on 9 August 2017.

Guidelines for the appointment of Officials are published to explain the procedure applied to appoint Ground Jury and the Foreign Technical Delegates for FEI Championships and Games.

Selection Criteria:

- Must be listed as 3&4star level 3 Officials
- Judge & TD must have officiated in the 5 preceding years at same level as the CH appointment
- President of GJ must have been member of the GJ at the same level of CH
- Officials must accept/sign the Code of Conduct
- Judges must represent different geographical regions
- The same combination of Officials must not be appointed for more than one Championship in the same year
- Course Designer and Foreign Technical Delegate must be of different nationality
- A Judge that has not officiated at a Championship at that level or higher must be appointed
- Appoint a Judge from the hosting nation, if possible
- For Continental Championships integrate an Official from another continent, if possible

A combination of Officials will be appointed for the Ground Juries for the specific Championships taking into account balance of expertise and knowledge within the overall team of officials ensuring that Dressage expertise, strong cross country background and recognised team leadership skills.
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